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Introduction
– developing, connecting, and supporting the
NHS Finance community
What is this pack?
This pack sets out ways that you and your organisation can
get the most out of Future-Focused Finance (FFF), through
our networks, events, toolkits and other resources. It gives
top tips on how to get started in implementing FFF in your
finance departments and explains how this will benefit your
finance team.

“Staff development and engagement is something I am very
passionate about, so I am thrilled to have been asked to
Chair the Future-Focused Finance programme for the next
two years. The One NHS Finance conversation offered us all
an opportunity to share our ideas and challenges and we
will take forward your valuable contributions through our
programme of work. I look forward to working with you all
to develop our finance community and truly become One
NHS Finance.”

What is FFF?
Future-Focused Finance is a national programme designed
to engage everyone in improving NHS Finance to support
the delivery of quality services for patients. We want to bring
finance staff at all levels of the profession together to build
a community and platform where everyone feels valued and
has a voice.
The programme facilitates opportunities for finance staff
to network, collaborate and share learning and good ideas,
alongside working with clinical and other non-finance
colleagues. As part of its overall aim, FFF and its networks
identifies new ways to promote NHS finance as a career
choice to attract high-performing and diverse talent.
Within this programme we will be:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Promoting NHS Finance Careers
Supporting our Staff
Networking and Sharing Good Ideas
Helping other NHS Staff to Understand NHS Finance
Making NHS Finance a Great Place to Work

Have a watch of animation here.

Simon Worthington
Director of Finance, Leeds Teaching Hospital
NHS Trust and Future-Focused Finance Chair

“Throughout my career I’ve been passionate about Finance
Staff Development, I’m benefitted personally from the
support, development and opportunities being involved
has gifted me – and now being SRO for The Valuemakers
Network is one of my proudest achievements. In the NHS
we’re really good at looking after our staff, but we can
always do more and I’m keen to do whatever I can to
promote that. There is nothing more rewarding that seeing
someone grow and to spread the positivity that supporting
staff can bring. FFF and the resources we provide means
there’s plenty of opportunities to do that!”
Suzanne Robinson
Executive Director of Finance & IM&T at
Greater Manchester Mental Health NHS
Foundation Trust
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Networking and Sharing
Good Ideas
Value Makers
A good starting point for anyone wanting to engage their
Finance Team in the FFF programme is recruiting some
Value Makers, FFF’s biggest network and possibly now the
biggest network in NHS finance with over 2000 members.
Value Makers are enthusiastic positive individuals who are
passionate about staff development, will champion FFF and
connect with others to share best practice across the NHS.
Have a watch of our Value Maker animation to get a greater
understanding of what the network is all about.

You don’t have to work in finance or commit to taking on
additional work, we just want to harness the power of a
group of enthusiastic people to bring about positive change.
-

Once you have some Value Makers in your organisation, why
not set up a working group to discuss ideas on how to engage
the rest of the team. There is evidence that engaged teams
lead to better outcomes so what’s stopping you?

“I’ve been saying to everyone that you get more out of FFF than you put in – and I have
seen clear evidence of that through the Value Maker Network”
Rebecca Mae-Rose, Mid and South Essex University Hospital Group
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“Joining the FFF family allows us to increase our spheres of influence, connect with
like-minded, genuine, caring individuals who simply just want the best for patients.
So, if you’re proud of working for the NHS and are an ambassador for NHS finance
then allow your passion to shine through and join the Value Maker network”
Pam Kaur, Group Finance Accountant, University Hospitals Coventry and Warwickshire NHS Trust

We have a Facebook group which is a really
useful tool with connecting with others in
different organisations. In a nutshell, it’s a
place for VM’s to get stuff done - network,
share and have some fun!
What will you get? A highly productive, private discussion
space. Exclusive VM content, a space to share ideas’s ask
for help, click here to join.
“It speaks volumes that the Value Maker network continued
to grow through arguable the most challenging time in
the history of the NHS. The network provides a space for
colleagues to support one another at a time when we
needed it more than ever. The ideas and innovation have
continue to flow and the network has been invaluable in
sharing the inspiring examples of best practice across the
NHS in these most challenging of times.”
Suzanne Robinson, Executive Director of Finance & IM&T at
Greater Manchester Mental Health NHS Foundation Trust
We have showcase sessions not only at our Value Maker
Annual Conference but throughout the year where members
of the network share good ideas and innovative projects.
Have a look at some of the sessions our Value Makers have
run previously here.

“being a value maker has introduced, me to a new generation of finance staff outside
my organisation and i have been inspired by their enthusiasm, ideas and creativity”
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Value Makers at a Regional Level
In addition to the National Value Maker Network we have regional networks
with regional leads for you to connect with others and share good ideas and
solve problems with across your region.
And the VM leads here.

Value Makers at System Level
You could even join up with your ICS and have a system level
Value Maker Group. For example in Norfolk and Waveney
they set up their own Value Maker forum with the aim “to
drive the FFF initiative forwards in Norfolk and Waveney,
and in doing so join up the finance community for the
STP”. The forum consists of 2 Value Makers from each of the
organisations in the STP and they report into the EoE CFO
STP meetings.

Each of the workstreams has a Deputy CFO and a N&W FFF
forum representative. The Deputy CFO is also the Senior
Responsible Officer and will make sure the workstreams are
implemented (as agreed at the CFO STP meeting), with the
help of the Forum rep. The Forum Rep is also there to link
in, provide support and feedback to the Forum (and then
ultimately to the CFO STP).
This is working so well in Norfolk and Waveney, really
bringing together the finance teams as a system, now the
other ICS’ in the East of England are looking to do the same.

Towards the end of 2020 the CFO’s tasked the forum to take
forward a number of initiatives:
1. All organisations in the STP to achieve Level 1
Accreditation.

01

2. Comms: The aim for this workstream is to create a
Newsletter to be circulated to all finance departments
in Norfolk & Waveney STP every four months to raise
awareness and help create networks

02

3. Talent Management: The aim of this workstream
is to create a Talent Management Programme/
Strategy across all finance departments in Norfolk
and Waveney STP. It could include, for example,
secondment opportunities between organisation,
sharing vacancy information, shadowing opportunities
for students/ those looking to progress their careers
etc.

03

4. Entry Level Inductions/Undergraduates: The aim for
this workstream is to create an Entry Level Induction/
Undergraduate Programme/Strategy across all finance
departments in Norfolk & Waveney STP. It could
include, for example, a programme across two or
more organisations and details of the departments
where experience would be gained.

04

5. Mentoring & Coaching Workstream: The aim for this
workstream is to develop a Mentoring & Coaching
strategy across all finance departments in Norfolk &
Waveney STP. Although there are some coaching and
mentoring opportunities within organisations, not
many are finance-specific.

05

So how do I sign
up as a Value
Maker?
Sign up to be positive today and join our evergrowing Value Maker Network and encourage a
colleague to do the same:
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Together we can make
a real difference
Together we can make a real difference at individual, organisational, system,
regional and national level.

Virtual Finance Networks
To enable better networking and sharing of bestpractice in
this new virtual world, we have launched our Virtual Finance
Networks on Microsoft Teams. These networks act as a source
of information for career development opportunities, events,
local initiatives and give members a platform to discuss work
and any issues or challenges faced. There is the capability to
share files, and hold meetings across different organisations,
removing physical barriers which had previously been
in place. hese networks have already proved useful in
connecting staff with others across the country and we look
forward to developing them further. They are both National
and Regional and a really good way to connect and share
ideas with others.
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Helping Others to Understand
NHS Finance
FFF FACE Network
Another one of our networks available to you is our Finance and Clinical Educator
network, known as FACE. This network is for those passionate about finance and
clinical collaboration and want to teach NHS finance to non-finance staff.
We aim to have a FACE in every NHS organisation to champion
clinical engagement and financial training. Each FACE in the
network is supported with shared know-how, guidance and
resources to facilitate finance training and engagement.
Have a little watch of our animation here to get a better
understanding of the network and its benefits:

We have a suite of resources which are free for FACE to
download and start using in their organisations to start teaching
all things finance to non-finance managers and clinicians.
Check out our resources on our website here.

“we engage frequently with
clinicians, and when we sit down
with them it helps you link what
you’re doing with patients”
Lillian Auma, Head of Costing and
Service Liine Reporting, Croydon
Health Services NHS Trust
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“thank you to everyone at fff from uclh. yesterday’s finance4clinicians seminar
gave real insight and will help us transform our service”
Jonathan Hearsey, Clinical Director, University College London Hospitals NHS FT

“We use your Overview of NHS Costing Video to highlight
the importance of Clinical Coding to colleagues. We find it
an extremely valuable resource and include it in our Junior
Doctor presentations.”
By joining the FACE network you have a network of people to
share ideas with, including presentations and ideas on how to
engage with clinicians. Our Value Maker and FACE Lead Beth
Pidduck recently ran a FACE event on how Lancashire Teaching
Hospital adapted their budget Holder Training during the
pandemic. Have a watch here:

You can also come and present at one of our very successful
Finance 4 Clinicians and Managers events and practice your
presentation skills.
“Learning about the structure of the NHS, the different
funding styles, the future “blended” payment style, the
granular level of detail costings can ascertain about clinical
practice (which is a goldmine for quality improvement)
& being able to understand NHS budget spreadsheets! I
cannot praise this webinar enough - absolutely fantastic!”
F4C virtual attendee

We also ask you to log what finance teaching you are doing so you can become certified FACE at 3
different levels.
5 Hours of teaching

10 hours of teaching

20 hours of teaching

level 1

level 2

level 3
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Making NHS Finance a Great
Place to Work
FD Declaration
Another good place to start with your FFF journey is getting
your FD to sign the FD declaration as a visible sign to their
organisation that they are committed to the principles of, not
just the FFF initiative, but also the broader development of
the finance function.
Have a watch of the benefits of signing the declaration here.
The FD Declaration is also part of the Towards Excellence
Accreditation which is the next section of this pack.
Download the declaration here.

Accreditation
The FFF Towards Excellence Accreditation process is a great
way to check that you have all the right processes and
procedures in place in your finance department to make sure
it is a great place to work.
It is designed to allow the FLC to give due recognition
to organisations that have the very best finance skills
development culture and practices in place. There are three
levels, each designed to reflect the continuous development
of your finance function and recognising the highest
standards of financial competence and commitment to skills
development. Accreditation lasts for three years, after which
you will seek re-accreditation following the same process.
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The Benefits of Achieving Towards Excellence
Accreditation
Developing our application for Level 1 FFF Accreditation
meant that the Finance team was able to bring together
the best of everything that it currently does and identify
those areas that we need to work on together as a team to
develop and improve fur ther. For us, being successful with
our application and gaining accreditation is recognition of this
and gives us all additional motivation to continuously improve
and be the very best that we can. It also demonstrates to our
colleagues that work in other areas that we are committed
to investing in the team to provide them with a professional
service that delivers to the highest standards.

and successful careers in NHS finance. The accreditation will
help make improvements within the team and organisation,
and also provide a benchmarked standard and language that
applies across the NHS for all Trusts to improve and develop.
Level 1 of Accreditation is a self-assessment – so why not
check it out today. The proforma can be found here.

The accreditation recognises the strong links we have with
our professional bodies such as ACCA, CIMA and AAT. This not
only brings us huge benefits for our students and members
but also provides better communications and closer ties. We
will also use our accreditation in future recruitments to help
us attract the best candidates and support them to have long
Watch our animation here:

Roy Clarke

Chief Finance Officer, Norfolk and Norwich University Hospitals
NHS Foundation Trust

“level 1 accreditation has been more than an application. it has been an
engagement process across the whole team and managed in a largely autonomous
way. this has created a real buzz within the 150 strong recently managed team.
we will share how we got the team enthusiastic, taking regular small actions to
create significant and exciting change in only 3 months... fun has been a key factor”
Rebecca Mae-Rose, Mid and South Essex University Hospital Group
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Say Thank you
“What really stood out for me was that people working in finance don’t always get
much appreciation from their colleagues or managers. One simple but very effective
thing we could all do immediately is to start saying ‘thank you’ much more.”
This idea on the One NHS Finance
platform has inspired us to start a ‘NHS
Finance Thank You’ campaign. It’s easy
to say two words, but a real thank you
is about much more than two words.
Thank you has a power that can bind
people together and increase the mental
wellbeing of both the thanker and
the thanked. It’s known that showing
gratitude improves mental and physical
health, increases people’s ability to
empathise and fosters high self-esteem.
The first Thursday of each month we have a Thank you
Thursday where we ask you to send in a dedication/gratitude
to a colleague or team which we can share more widely.
Saying thank you really does make the work place a better
place. Here are some Thank Yous from members of the FFF
Finance Leadership Group:

“I would like to thank all the finance and
procurement colleagues across London who
supported the frontline during the past
year in particular those at North Middlesex
University Hospital NHS Trust. Their hard work
and dedication meant that capital and PPE
was delivered to where it was most needed
and ensured the continued business as usual
operations. #FinanceDoWearScrubs “.
You can download your Thank you cards here.

Bimal Patel, Chief Finance Officer, North Middlesex University
Hospital NHS Trust and FFF Finance Leadership Group Member
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Celebrating Our Success
We think that celebrating our successes is really important which
is why we have our annual Value Maker Awards. Does your team
or individuals in your team deserve recognition? Then why not
nominate them for one our awards going forward.

“To every Value Maker Thank you
for your ideas, your commitment
and your positivity”
Suzanne Robinson,
SRO for Value Makers

why celebrate

To learn
and adapt

Developing
a success
mind set

Motivation

Feeling
good

Sharing
success
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Supporting Our Staff
Health and Wellbeing Champions

Diversity and Inclusion Ambassadors

Personal resilience and the wellbeing of employees are
recognised as being of great importance in developing and
maintaining a high performing team.

Another really important network that is really trying to
bring about positive change is our Diversity and Inclusion
ambassador network. The I&D Ambassadors will support
work being delivered to improve the disparities across NHS
finance in terms of the diversity of staff; in particular when
being recruited, and the processes being used that may need
updating or changing completely.

In a changing landscape for finance teams, in respect of
technological advancements that will change what we do and
how we do it, but also in respect of integrated working across
health communities, personal wellbeing and resilience, and
team resilience is extremely important.
We have set up a Health and Wellbeing Champion network
to support those who are champion health and wellbeing in
their organisation. Our champions meet quarterly to share
ideas and support each other in this important role. We
also offer training to our champions to help them be best
equipped as they can to support their finance teams.

It is our aim to have an ambassador in every NHS organisation
in England. There are currently 6 regional networks that you
can join:

01

North West – Chaired by Jonathan Stephens,
Regional Finance Director (North West), NHS
England and NHS Improvement

02

North East & Yorkshire – Chaired by Amy Whitaker,
Executive Director of Finance, Airedale NHS
Foundation Trust

03

East of England – Chaired by Jeff Buggle, Regional
Finance Director (East of England), NHS England
and NHS Improvement

04

London – Chaired by Yarlini Roberts, Director of
Finance, Kingston Hospital NHS Foundation Trust

05

South East – Chaired by Lei Wei, Director of
Finance, Surrey and Borders Partnership NHS FT

06

Midlands, Chaired by Nicci Briggs, Director of
Finance, Contracting & Governance at NHS
Leicestershire, Leicester and Rutland CCG’s

Why not read a bit more about the champions here.

“I attended a Future Focussed
Finance (FFF) leadership course
and was inspired by a range of
speakers to champion inclusion
and diversity. This has led me to
attend more FFF I&D events.”
John Sparrowhawk Head of Finance –
Capital, Projects and Partnerships, UCLH
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“I attended a Future Focussed Finance (FFF) leadership
course and was inspired by a range of speakers to
champion inclusion and diversity. This has led me to attend
more FFF I&D events.
As the finance staff development lead within my Trust, I
have been encouraged to put I&D at the centre of the
staff development agenda and I have signed up as a I&D
Ambassador to learn more from others across the network.”
John Sparrowhawk Head of Finance – Capital, Projects and
Partnerships, UCLH
“I have been interested in the ethnicity & race aspect of
equality & diversity for as long as I can remember.
I noted some years ago that the executive board of many
hospital trusts (images of which sometimes adorn hospital
receptions & entrances) were/are mainly white male
executives & how this ethnic & gender profile contradicted
my own personal experience of staff at a ward & clinic level
(more BAME & women).
More recently I have been interested in asking why this is so,
what are the issues which affect diversity of staff & learning
about what can be done to achieve a greater balance, not
only regarding BAME staff but also staff who display other
protected characteristics.
Forums like this are a great opportunity to raise awareness,
exchange ideas & contribute to positive change.”
Kam Sond, Costing Analyst: Chelsea and Westminster
Hospital NHS Foundation Trust

You can learn more about this important role here
and sign up by emailing futurefocusedfinance@nhs.net
These are just some of the ways on how you can get involved
with the Future-Focused Finance and start to embed in your
finance teams. There are also a wide variety of resources and
frameworks available to download for free on our website
that aim to help with all elements of staff development.
So what’s stopping you? Get involved today!
Any questions please email futurefocusedfinance@nhs.net
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Some messages from our Value Makers and
members of the Finance Leadership Group:
“Since joining the FFF programme as a Value Maker back in 2014, I’ve been
really open to pushing myself outside of my comfort zone professionally,
and I was lucky to know so many brilliant leaders in finance in the NHS
who were supportive and wanted me to be the best I could be. I want to
empower other staff working in NHS finance to feel the same support and
encouragement to learn, develop and achieve their goals. I am extremely
proud to be part of the ONE NHS Finance journey, and I am excited to see
what we can achieve working together over the next few years!”
Gayle Wells, Strategic Head of Finance and Procurement Staff Development at Mersey
Care NHS Foundation Trust

“I am passionate about staff development and wanting to ensure that we
offer the best development to our staff across the country. Being involved in
the FFF programme will enable me to support our staff and develop a strong
programme. My lead role hosting the Kent, Surrey and Sussex (KSS) Skills
Development Network (SDN) will also assist me to do this”.
Sheila Stenson, Executive Director of Finance, Kent and Medway NHS and Social Care
Partnership Trust

“I was fortunate enough to have a very supportive Director of Finance
who, from the beginning of my career, gave me opportunities to grow
and the support to succeed. Due to that I have always had a passion for
developing staff and have got involved with the FFF Finance Leadership
Group so that I can continue to support others and give them the same
opportunities I received.”
Matt Gibbons, Director of Finance, Luton and Dunstable University Hospital NHS FT
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“I am delighted to be part of the FFF work and was very keen to be
involved. It is incredibly important to me that all our staff experience
that the NHS finance function is ‘a great place to work’, and that finance
and non-finance colleagues are working in partnership for the benefit of
our patients.
Given the unprecedented 18 months and the challenges ahead, it is even
more important to ensure we are taking time to look after each other and
build a community where we can share best practice and support each
other. I have been very fortunate to have a lot of great managers and
colleagues who have mentored and supported me to succeed in my career
and I would like the same opportunity and experience to be provided to
all our staff.”
Claire Finn, Director of Finance, West Midlands Ambulance Service NHS FT

further information
You can find further information on the Value Maker
network on our website: www.futurefocusedfinance.nhs.uk
Or contact us at futurefocusedfinance@nhs.net

One NHS Finance brings together the Future-Focused Finance, National Finance Academy, and the Finance
Innovation Forum programmes and networks to make sure that everyone working in NHS Finance has access
to skills, knowledge, methods, and opportunities to influence and enhance patient services.

Future-Focused Finance (FFF) is a national programme designed to support our staff by engaging everyone
in improving NHS finance. We want to bring finance staff at all levels of the profession together to build a
community and platform where everyone feels valued and has a voice to support the delivery of quality
services for patients. The programme will facilitate opportunities for finance staff to network, collaborate and
share learning and good ideas, alongside working with clinical and other non-finance colleagues. As part of
its overall aim FFF, and its networks, will identify new ways to promote NHS finance as a career choice and
support our staff to make NHS finance the best place to work.
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